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ABSTRACT
An investigation was made into the drag reduction capability of
vortex tabs on delta wing vortex flaps. The vortex tab is an up-
deflected leading edge portion of the vortex flap. Tab deflection
augments vortex suction on the flap, thus improving its thrust, but the
tab itself is drag producing. Whether a net improvement in the drag
reduction can be obtained with vortex tabs, in comparison with plane
vortex flaps of the same total area, was the objective of thls investi-
gation. Wind tunnel tests were conducted on two models, and analytical
studies were performed on one of them using a free vortex sheet theory.
The first test was performed on a 65 deg. delta semi-span model
with integral conical flap and tab. In thls test, upper-surface
pressure surveys and flow visualization studies were carried out. The
second test consisted of force and upper-surface pressure measurements
on a 74 deg. delta wing/body configuration, having constant-chord flaps
to which vortex tabs of varied geometry were added. The analytical
portion of this investigation employed the Boeing Free Vortex Sheet code
to model the 65 deg. delta. Modifications were made to the code to
improve its convergence rate.
The vortex tab at relatively small deflection angles improved the
lift-to-drag ratio, but reduced it as tab deflection was increased. Tab
planform modifications and area reductions were found to improve the
lift-to-drag ratio at high vortex flap deflection angles. The free
vortex sheet code predicted the correct trends with flap and tab deflec-
tions, in both upper surface pressure and vortex core location changes.
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The vortex tab was shown to improve llft-to-drag ratio at high llft
coefficients. However, it is unclear from thls study whether the
improvements would outweigh the increased mechanical complexity of the
vortex tab.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
CA - Configuration Axial Force Coefficient
Cd - Drag Coefficient at One Cord Station Derived From
Integration of Upper Surface Pressures
C1 - Lift Coefficient at One Chord Station Derived From
Integratlonof Upper Surface Pressures
CL - Configuration Lift Coefficient
CI, 8 - Rolling Moment Coefficient Derivative with Respect to Side
Slip Angle
CN - Configuration Normal Force Coefficient
Cn, 8 - Yawing Moment Coefficient Derivative with Respect to Side
Slip Angle
CM - Pitching Moment Coefficient
Cp - Upper Surface Pressure Coefficient
Cp,ml n - Suction Peak
CR - Root Cord (inches)
L/D - Lift to Drag Ratio
SSR - Sum of the Square of the Residuals
tmax - Wing Maximum Thickness (inches)
X - Cordwise Distance From Apex (inches)
Y - Spanwlse Distance From Wing Root (inches)
c - Angle of Attack (degrees)
- Flap or Tab Deflection Angle Measured Perpendicular to Hinge
Line (degrees)
q - Spanwise Distance Measured From Wing Root Nondimenslonalized
by Local Semispan
A - Sweep Angle (degrees)
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SUBSCRIPTS
HL - Hinge Line
F - Flap
LE - Leading Edge
max - Maximum
T - Tab
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INTRODUCTION
The highly swept wings of typical supersonic tactical aircraft
exhibit leading edge separation at moderate to high angles of attack
with the corresponding formation of upper surface vortlcles (fig. I).
Leading edge separation results in loss of aerodynamic thrust (the
attached-flow leading edge suction), which is reflected in a substantial
drag increase. Consequent to leading edge separation and vortex rollup,
the suctlon (aerodynamic thrust) is relocated in the vortex core
(Polhamus, leadlng-edge suction analogy, ref. I). The vortex flap is a
down-deflected leading edge portion of the wing which offers forward-
facing area on which the vortex suction can act (fig. I), thus regaining
a portion of the aerodynamic thrust. However, down deflection of the
vortex flap also reduces the effective leading edge angle of attack, and
therefore the strength of the vortex. Deflecting the extreme leading
edge portion of the vortex flap (i.e. the tab) upward increases the
effective angle of attack, thus augmenting the flap vortex suction (i.e.
thrust). At the same time, however, tab deflection reduces the flap
frontal area and produces drag itself. In view of these opposing
effects, it is not obvious whether the net effect of the vortex tab will
be to improve or degrade performance of the plane vortex flap.
In recent studies (ref. 2) the vortex flap has demonstrated con-
slderable potential for improving the subsonlc-transonic maneuverability
of supersonic tactical aircraft. Several variants of the vortex flap
concept have been considered for enhancing its aerodynamic thrust
efficiency over an extended range of llft coefficients. One such
variant, heretofore mentioned, is the vortex tab (ref. 3), Which is an
up deflected leading edge portion of the vortex flap.
Although early flow visualization studies of the vortex tab
(ref. 4) confirmed its vortex enhancement capability, few force
measurements have been published. In particular, the literature lacks a
definitive study comparing the tabbed vortex flap with a plane flap of
equal area and on the same wing. In a NASA Langley investigation on a
cranked arrow planform (ref. 5), the vortex tab was found to perform
better than the plane flap with respect to both L/D and lateral
stability at high angles of attack; however, the geometry and size of
the two types of flaps in that test were significantly different.
For a proper aerodynamic comparison, it was felt that the total
flap area (inclusive of the tab) should be maintained constant within
the same basic wing planform. In other words, the deflected tab should
be assessed in comparison with the same tab used as a planar extension
of the flap surface (plane flap). This was a key consideration in
planning the present investigation. In addition, details of the vortex-
induced suction and flow characteristics were desired to build a basic
understanding of the tab effects. Also of interest was to evaluate the
capability of the Free Vortex Sheet code (ref. 6) for predicting the tab
aerodynamic characteristics. The Free Vortex Sheet code is an invlscld
panel method that predicts pressures on wings with leading edge separa-
tion (assuming separation point is known) induced vortex rollup. This
code was the first tool used to investigate the vortex tab (ref. 2).
The first part of this investigation consisted of upper-surface
_ pressure surveys and helium bubble and oil flow visualization studies
performed on a seml-span 65 deg. delta wing. These tests were carried
out in North Carolina State University's subsonic wind tunnel. The
65 deg. delta model bad a conical vortex flap and tab that were an
integral part of the wing planform. This test examined the effects of
various combinations of flap down and tab up deflections. Also the
65 deg. delta model was analytically modeled using the Free Vortex Sheet
code, in an attempt to assess the code's ability to predict the effects
of tab deflection. The second part of the investigation consisted of
force and pressure measurements made on a 74 deg. delta wing-body con-
figuration. This test was performed in the NASA Langley 7- by 10-Foot
High Speed Tunnel. The 74 deg. delta model had constant chord flaps and
tabs. This test investigated tab area reductions and planform modifica-
tions. The results of this investigation are presented in a more
condensed form in reference 7.
65-DEG. DELTA MODEL TEST
Figure 2 is a drawing of the 65 deg. delta seml-span model. This
model was of composite construction, i.e., having a foam core with
flberglass/resin skin. The trailing edge was left blunt for ease of
construction. The flap and tab hinge llnes were coincident with the
74.05-deg. and 67.93-deg. swept rays, respectively. These geometrical
features were intended to promote an essentially conical leeward flow
field, which could then be studied at a single instrumented cross-flow
plane. There was a minor deviation from conical geometry in the apex
region (up to X/C R = 0.14) where the narrow flap and tab were truncated
for structural reasons. The model was pressure instrumented across the
span at X/C R = 0.7. There were 43 pressure taps extending from the root
to n = 0.946, with notably close spacing across the hinged surfaces.
The hinges allowed flap-down and tab-up deflections to be set indepen-
dently between 0 deg. and 60 deg. Deflection angles were measured
perpendicular to their respective hinge lines. Once flap and tab
deflections were set, the gaps under the hinges were taped over to cover
the gap and prevent flow spillage through the hinge lines.
The angle of attack, referenced to the wing root chord, varied from
0 deg. to 20 deg. For the oil flow and pressure tests, the tunnel
velocity was 88 ft/sec corresponding to a Reynolds number of 0.87 × 106
based on the mean aerodynamic chord. The velocity for the helium bubble
experiments was approximately 20 ft/sec.
Test Facility, Instruments, and Methods
The tests were performed in the North Carolina State University
Merrill Subsonic Wind Tunnel which is a closed return facility. It has
a velocity range from 0 to I00 mph and a turbulence factor of 1.2. The
test section, which is 45 inches wide, 32 inches high, and 46 inches
long, has plexlglass walls and top and is vented to room pressure. A
boundary layer by-pass plate, which represented the plane of symmetry
for the seml-span model, was mounted 7.75 inches above the tunnel floor.
Pressure surveys were conducted employing a transducer with a
48-channel scanner which measured the model upper surface static
presures with reference to the test section static pressure. The trans-
ducer output voltages (_0.005 mV = _0.0003 psi accuracy) were recorded
by hand. The pressure data were reduced to coefficient form using soft-
ware written for a VAX-II/750 system. The pressure distributions were
also integrated (via the trapazoidal rule) to obtain the local normal
force coefficients, separately across the wing, flap, and tab surfaces.
The integrated data were then transfered to NASA Langley's Cyber-173 for
further manipulation into lift and drag coefficients.
Oil flow and helium bubble flow visualization methods were used.
Thlrty-welght motor oll whitened with titanic oxide (TiO 2) was sprayed
on the model with the tunnel running at 88 ft/sec. After a satisfactory
flow pattern emerged, a photograph was taken of the model upper surface
with the tunnel still running. This technique greatly reduced the oll
pattern distortion due to gravity effects on the vertically mounted
model.
The helium bubble tests were performed using a Sage Action, Inc.
Model 3 Bubble Generator in conjunction with an arc lamp and a pair of
mirrors. The arc lamp and mirrors were adjusted to illuminate the
desired regions of the flow. Bubbles were injected into the flow far
enough upstream of the model to allow them to follow natural streamlines
to the models leading edge and be entrained into its vortex. Photo-
graphs were taken with sufficient exposure time to obtain bubble streaks
revealing the streamlines of the flow. The model, boundary layer plate,
and mirror set up are shown in figure S.
Investigation of Model Geometry Effects
Initial tests were performed to check the aerodynamic effects, if
any, of the model's blunt trailing edge. Also, the effect of flap and
tab truncation in the apex region was investigated.
Figure 4 shows oil flow photographs comparing the patterns before
and after the flap and tab were cut and the pressure taps installed.
The oll pattern remains essentially unchanged after the modification;
specifically, the secondary sepratlon llne moved less than 0.7% of the
local span at the instrumented chord station. The most notable varia-
tion occurred locally in the apex region where the flap and tab were
truncated. Notice the merging of a distinct apex vortex with the vortex
emanating from the tab. In some cases (usually with flap deflection and
at low _'s) the apex vortex remained independent and trailed chordwlse
over the wing. This produced a minor suction peak in the spanwlse
pressure distribution. The vortex flow features remain undistorted at
7the trailing edge, indicating that the blunt trailing edge of this model
was not a source of disturbance to the generally conical nature of the
flow field.
Helium bubble studies showed vortex breakdown to cross the trailing
edge at u = 18 deg. In ref. 8, this condition occurred at u = 18.5 deg.
on a thin full-span planar 65 deg. delta wing, also at low speed.
Vortex breakdown is generally considered as the point at which the
vortex core becomes unstable. In the helium bubble studies, breakdown
was interpreted as the point where the core was no longer well defined.
Shown in figure 5 is a typical upper surface pressure distribution
on the planar wing at u = 16 deg. This is quite typical of delta wings,
with a relatively low suction level inboard, a local suction peak out-
board under the primary vortex, and a secondary separation closer to the
leading edge. In view of the high resolution of the pressure distribu-
tions obtained with this model, henceforth the individual data points
will be dropped in favor of fitted curves, in order to clarify the
comparison plots containing several data sets.
Discussion of Results
Typical pressure distribution comparisons between the planar wing
(6F = 0 deg., 6T = 0 deg.), the plane flap (6T = 0 deg.), and the tabbed
flap (_F = ST) are shown in figure 6 for four flap deflections at a
constant angle of attack of 16 deg. Plane flap deflection reduced the
suction peak below the planar wing level at all flap deflections except
6F = 20 deg., where the reverse occurred. This dlscrepency will further
be discussed in the Free Vortex Sheet section.
STab deflection increased the flap suction but reduced the suction
level on the wing relative to the planar case, at flap deflections of
20, 30, and 40 degrees. This implies a concurrent improvement in the
flap thrust and a reduction in the wing drag. At the same time however,
high suctions present on the deflected tab generate a drag component.
With the planefla p deflection of 60 deg. (the limit of this
study), a pronounced hinge llne flow separation occurs leading to vortex
rollup as indicated by a suction peak on the wing (fig. 6). A 60 deg.
tab deflection not only totally alleviated the hinge llne separation,
but produced an even lower suction level on the wing than found in the
planar case. It also restored the flap suction level almost to that
attained on the planar wing at the same angle of attack.
Oil flow photographs of the 60 deg. plane flap and tabbed flap at
c = 16 deg. are shown in figure 7. The oll patterns on the wing in the
plane flap case show clearly the flap hinge llne separation and vortex
rollup on the wing. The existence of a small leading edge vortex on the
flap and the inboard flow toward the flap hinge llne from the primary
reattachment llne are evident. Tab deflection enlarges the vortex such
that it covers the whole width of the flap and thus suppresses hinge
line separation. This enlarged vortex fills the flap/tab cavity where
the oil flow displays two separation lines, one at the tab hinge line
and the other outboard on the tab. The flap separation occurs as the
thin boundary layer originating at the primary reattachment llne is
swept outboard towards the tab hinge corner. It is followed by flow
attachment on the tab, and then by the usual secondary separation. This
phenomenon also appears in the pressure dlstrlbutlons _rlth a Cp,ma x
occurring at the tab hinge llne.
Figure 8 shows Cp distributions for the planar wing, plane flap,
and tabbed flap at a = 16 and 18 deg. On the plane flap, increasing
produces an increase in suction peak; on the planar wing and with tabbed
flap however, the suction peak decreased with increasing _. The latter
trend is an indication of vortex breakdown. Also shown are helium
bubble photographs confirming vortex breakdown on the planar wing as
well as with the tabbed flap. The breakdown is more extensive with the
tabbed flap, resulting in a considerably reduced suction peak relative
to the planar wing. Also noteworthy is the tightness of the vortex core
(ahead of the breakdown) revealed by the helium bubble photographs of
the tabbed flap, in comparison with the other cases. This indicates
that the vortex on the plane flap is comparatively weak as expected.
The high resolution of Cp distributions (see fig. 5) obtained on
the 65 deg. delta model made it possible, by integration to obtain the
upper surface contribution to the normal force at the instrumented semi-
span station. In the absence of lower-surface data, the upper-surface
normal force could still be used to evaluate trends. This assumption
was supported by Free Vortex Sheet solutions, which showed the lower-
surface pressure distributions to be relatively insensitive to con-
figuration changes. Integrations were then performed across the wing,
flap, and tab sections independently. The resulting local normal forces
were then resolved to obtain their individual llft and drag
contributions.
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Individualsectionaldrag contributionsof the wing, flap, and tab
for the 40 deg. flap case are shown in figure 9. As a result of hinge
line separation due to flap deflection the wing drag increased slightly
at low _'s. At _'s above 15 deg., however, wing drag was reducedsub-
stantiallyfrom the planar case, due todelayed inward migration of the
vortex. Tab deflectionreducedthe wing drag throughoutthe _ range and
particularly at high a's due to the lowered upper-surface suctionas a
consequenceof increased downwash inboard of the tab-augmented vortex.
The deflectedflap drag component is characteristically negative
(i.e. thrust producing), at _'s below 14 deg., i.e. in the range when
the flap upper surface slopes downwardsrelativeto the free stream
direction. Tab deflectionincreasesthe flap thrust below _ = 14 deg.
and increasesthe flap drag above that _, both these effectsare consis-
tent with the increased suction on the flap.
The drag contributionof the undeflectedtab (since it lles planar
with the flap with 6T = 0 deg.) also remainsnegative at e's below
14 deg. The drag contributionof the deflectedtab, however, surpasses
its drag contrlbutlonln the planarwing configuration, ii_
In order to assess the overalleffect of flap and tab deflections,
the sectionalconfigurationdrag as a functionof _ is shown in figure
10. Plane flap deflectionreducesthe total drag throughoutthe _ range
as expected. With the tab also deflected,however,drag is greater than
the plane flap case at all e's. Thus, the tab drag contributionis the
predominantadversefactor. On the other hand, tab deflectionorients
its normal force more towardsthe lift direction,thereforeit remains
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of interest to examine the L/D characteristics. Figure II shows that
" the L/D with tab deflectionis less than that of the plane flap. This
impliesthat the lift incrementdue to tab deflectionwas insufficient
to overcomeits drag increase.
Tab load being a detrimentalfeatureof the tabbed flap configura-
tion, it was thoughtthat a smaller tab deflection(i.e. 6T < 6F) might
prove more advantageous. Figure 12 shows the effect of tab deflection
on each componentas well as the sectionalconfigurationllft and drag
at s = 10 deg., with flap deflectionheld constantat 40 deg. The wing
llft decreasesslightlywith increasingtab deflection,whereas both the
flap and tab llft increase. The total configurationlift increases
almost linearlywith tab deflection. The wing and flap drag decrease
slowlywith increasingtab deflection;the tab drag, on the other hand,
increasesrapidly. The sectionalconfigurationdrag is found to be a
minimumat 6T = 5 deg. which was the smallesttab deflectiontested.
At this tab deflectlonthe balancebetweenwing, flap, and tab drag
incrementsappearedoptimumfor the 40 deg. flap case.
The llft to drag ratio as a functionof tab deflectionis shown in
figure 13. The maximumL/D occurredat 6T = 5 deg. Higher tab deflec-
tions producedsuccessivereductionsin L/D. Past 6T = 25 deg., the L/D
fell below the undeflectedtab case with c = i0 deg. This crossover
occurredat lower tab deflectionangles as _ was raised,except at
= 20 deg. where the trend reversed. This reversalwas probablydue to
the inabilityof the tab to furtheraugmentan alreadystrong vortex,
especiallyclose to its breakdown.
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Conclusions
Increasing tab deflection augments vortex suction on the flap as
well as its own upper surface. Although the flap frontal area is
reduced, lift producing area is increased with tab deflection. The
stronger downwash induced on the wing by the tab augmented vortex
reduced wing suction and therefore its drag. The net effect of large
tab deflections (6T = 6F) was to decrease L/D. However, with smaller
tab deflections (6T < 6F), L/D improvements were realized.
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74 DEG. DELTA TEST
. An existing NASA Langley 74 deg. delta wlng-body configuration
model, whose principal dimensions are shown in figure 14, was fitted
with vortex tabs for this test. Spanwlse pressure distributions were
obtained on the wing and flap surfaces at five stations as indicated;
the tabs however, were not pressure instrumented.
Vortex tabs were fabricated from 1/16-inch thick aluminum sheets
and bolted to the lower surface of the constant-chord flaps. The tabs
were initially tested at 0 deg. deflection (i.e. as planar extensions of
the flaps) to establish the baseline case, followed by tests of tab-
deflected configurations. Tab planform modifications and area reduc-
tions were also investigated. The various tab planform shapes and their
correspondlngareas are shown in figure 15.
Two test series were run, both at Mach 0.3 and a Reynolds number of
5.2 x 106 based on the mean aerodynamic chord. The first test obtained
longitudinal force dataand upper surface pressure distributions through
an angle of attack range from 0 to 20 deg. The vertical tall was not
present in this test. In the second test entry, with the vertical tall
installed, longitudinal force data and lateral directional derivatives
were measured. The _ range for this test was 0 to 20 deg. with sideslip
angles of 0 deg., and ±5 deg.
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Facility
The tests were performed in the NASA Langley 7- by 10-Foot High-
Speed Tunnel which is a continuous flow closed return subsonic-transonic
atmospheric facility (ref. 9). The first test obtained longitudinal
force data and upper surface pressures with the model supported on the
standard angle of attack sting, which has an angle-of-attack range of
24 degrees.
The second test obtained longitudinal force data and lateral
directional derivatives, with the model supported on the high angle
static stability sting. This sting has a computerized controller and
provides a pitch capability of -I0 deg. to 60 deg. and a roll capability
of -180 deg. to 180 deg. Combinations of pitch and roll were used to
obtain the desired angle of attack and sideslip.
Comparison of data between the two tests indicated some discrepan-
cies. Although the trends matched well, the axial force results did not
repeat, even after the the vertical tall drag increment was accounted
for. The different stings used in the two tests appeared to produce
different levels of aerodynamic interference at the model. The high-
angle sting was considerably bulkier than the standard alpha sting, a
factor not taken into account in the blockage corrections. Blockage
corrections for the model were made using reference I0, and Jet boundary
corrections were made using reference II.
Both tests used a six component strain gauge balance to measure
force data. Pressure data in the first entry were measured using two
48 port scanning valves.
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The facility's data acquisition, display, and control system
consists of a Honeywell (Xerox) Sigma 3 computer, an external input/
output processor, 4.5 megabytes of rapid access disk storage, two nine-
track tape drives, a card reader, a line printer, a Tektronix 4014
graphics terminal and hard copy unit, a data aqulsltion unit, and a data
link to Langley's central comp,,tlng complex. For detailed information
on this data aquisition system see reference 12.
Discussionof Results
BaselineTab: Tests on this model concentratedon cases with tab
deflectionset equal to the flap deflection. Althoughthis may seem
unduly restrictive,it formeda convenientbasis for evaluatingthe tab
modificationeffects.
Figure 16 shows a typicalpressuredistributionfor the planar
wing, a plane flapdeflection,and a tabbed flap deflectionat the 74%
chord station. The generaltrendshere correspondwell with those seen
in the 65 deg. delta test. With flap deflectionthe wing suction
decreases,and the suctionpeak on the the f!ap increaseswhile the
vortex "footprint"narrows. These effectsare furtheraccentuatedwith
tab deflection.
Figure 17 shows L/D as a function of CL for 15 deg. plane flap
deflectionand the same flap deflection with positive (up)as well as
• negative (down) tab deflections. This comparisonwas included as a
furthertest of the relativeimportanceof flap suctionversus frontal
area to the overallL/D characteristics. At CL < 0.4, negative tab
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deflection produced an L/D improvement over the plane flap, whereas the
opposite occurred with the positive tab deflection. The largest effects
occurred near L/Dmax; above CL of 0.4 there was no significant change in
L/D with either tab deflection. Shown in figure 18 are upper surface
distributions corresponding to _ = 0.5 for the flap deflectedpressure
cases. An up tab Increased the flap suction and reduced the wing
suction, whereas the down tab produced the reverse effect.
Since increased flap suction and reduced wing suction are both
positive factors for drag reduction, the higher L/D obtained in the tab-
down deflection case polntsto the importance of frontal area. In
addition, tab drag is eliminated and most probably replaced by a thrust
contribution. While the tab-down case is favorable to L/Dma x, it does
not appear to he useful for improving L/D at higher llft coefficients.
It was reasoned that at higher flap deflections (increasing tab deflec-
tlon on the highly deflected flap would eventually result In the forma-
tlon of a vortex under the flap and tab) which produce greater frontal
area, tab-up deflection to augment the flap suction may be a better
option, particularly in order to improve L/D at higher llft coefficients
therefore, in the further tests at 30 deg. and 45 deg. flap deflections
only tab-up deflections were considered.
Upward tab deflection affects the overall configuration thrust
through a combination of (I) augmented vortex suction on the flap,
(2) reduced flap frontal area, and (3) direct drag of the Cab. The net
change in the thrust can best be seen in the axial force component. The
coefficient of axial force vs. normal force are plotted in figure 19.
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At constant angles of attack the normal force increased with tab deflec-
tion in both cases, as expected. However, the corresponding axial force
increments were opposite (a _ 16 deg.): on the 30 deg. flap, tab
deflection reduced flap thrust (-CA), but increases it at 6F TM 45 deg.
Above a = 16 deg. tab deflection reduced flap thrust (-CA) for both flap
deflections. L/D vs. CL for the above flap/tab combinations are shown
in figure 20. Tab deflection is adverse to L/D with 6F TM 30 deg., but
is beneficial at 6F = 45 deg. These opposite effects are in tune with
the respective axial force increments of the previous figure.
The reason for these opposite trends may be found in spanwise
pressure distributions across the wing and flap (but excluding the
uninstrumented tab) at x/CR = 0.74 and a TM 16 deg., shown in figure 21.
The flap suction increment with tab deflection was much greater on the
45 deg. flap. The improvement in the 30-deg. flap suction was not
sufficient to overcome the loss in frontal area (as seen in axial force
plots) whereas, on the 45 deg. flap the increased flap suction did over-
come the loss in frontal area. Also seen in the pressure distributions
for 6F = 45 deg. is the significant reduction of wing suction which is a
primary source of drag. This improvement is attributed to suppression
of hinge line separation in the 45 deg. flap case, which is a direct
result of the increased downwash on the wing produced by the augmented
vortex. These examples indicate that the tab is more beneficial at high
flap deflections.
Tab _odiflcatlons: Although the tab on this model was not instru-
mented, reference to the 65-deg. delta results indicates that the tab
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load constitutes a substantial portion of the configuration drag.
Therefore, preliminary attempts were made to reduce the tab planform
area both by limiting its span and through planform shaping. Since
cutting the tabs was irreversible, separate routes were taken on the
30 deg. and 45 deg. tab. The baseline (full-span one inch chord)
45 deg. tab was first bisected spanwise to generate a I/2 inch chord
full-span tab, and then bisected chordwise producing a fore and aft
segment. The baseline 30 deg. tab was first notched at half the extent
of its chord, then it was cut through chordwise, forming separate fore
and aft constant-chord segments. The constant-chord segments were then
shaped into inverse taper (or delta) tabs. The part-span tabs were
tested individually in both the fore and aft positions on the flap.
SKetches of all the test configurations are shown in figure 15.
The L/D results of the tab planform modifications are summarized in
the bar chart of figure 22. The shaded areas represent L/D increments
over the planar wing at L/Dma x and at CL = 0.5.
On the 30 deg. flap, going from plane flap to a 30 deg. baseline
tab case reduces L/Dma x. Tab modifications viz. notched tab, delta seg-
mented tabs, and both inboard tab segments all lead to further L/Dma x
reductions. With only the aft tab segments on however, the L/Dma x
recovers to a level marginally above the 30 deg. baseline tab. However,
even the best tab modification does not match the 30 deg. plane flap
L/Dma x which remained the best of all cases tested. As for L/D at
CL = .5, the aft constant chord segment tab was the best, with the aft
delta and the 30 deg. baseline tab coming second and third.
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In the 45 deg. flap case only one planform modification is shown.
As seen before, the 45 deg. baseline tab improved both the L/Dma x and
L/D at CL = .5 over the plane flap deflection. The half-span aft
constant-chord tab produced virtually the same L/D's as the baseline
tab, indicating that narrow tabs in a proper part-span position are the
most efficient.
Figure 23 shows the pressure distribution across the flap and wing
at four chord stations at a = 16 deg. (CL = 0.5). This figure helps to
explain the L/D improvement produced by the aft constant-chord tab over
the baseline case. At the forward stations the vortex suction was dis-
tributed across the flap and the drag-produclng baseline tab. With the
forward segment of the tab removed, not only was its drag eliminated,
but the flap suction (i.e. thrust) was increased. At the aft stations
the flap suction peaks were reduced slightly, but the vortex migration
to the wing was still prevented. The 45 deg. flap case was generally
similar, except that the inward migration of the vortex was reduced in
the forward region and the suction peak reductions over the aft region
were greater. These effects apparently offset each other.
The part-span aft tab has shown promise in these investigations,
and undoubtedly further modifications could show further improvement.
Lon_itudlnal Stability: Longitudinal stability of the planar wing,
30 deg. plane flap, 30 deg. tabbed flap, and 30 deg. flap with 30 deg.
aft delta tab are shown in figure 24. The moment reference used
resulted in a relatively high static margin for a typical aircraft of
this type. The results however, are used only for comparisons of the
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configurations tested. The planar wing shows a pitch up at = 14 deg.
Vortex flap deflection eliminated the pltch-up and produced a more
stable configuration. Tab deflection caused even greater stability at
the higher a's. The use of aft inverse-tapered tabs caused a strong
nose down pitching moment. The nose down pitching moment could be
helpful in recovery from a high angle of attack maneuver.
Lateral Stability: The lateral stability results were produced
from the second tunnel entry. For this entry the baseline tabs (already
modified) were not available. Results here are presented for the planar
wing (without the 0 deg. tab area extension), the 30 deg. plane flap
(without the 0 deg. tab), and the 30 deg. flap with the 30 deg. aft
inverse taper tab. Note, in these tests the vertical tall was on.
The top portion of figure 25 shows the stability in roll of the
three configurations. The planar wing is more stable in roll than the
flap and flap/tab deflected cases.
The bottom of figure 25 shows the yawing stability of the three
configurations. The planar wing becomes unstable at a = 16 deg. The
plane flap and tabbed flap configurations become unstable at a's of
approximately II deg. and 12 deg., respectively.
Flap and flap/tab deflections have a destabilizing effect in both
roll and yaw. In roll, even though stability is reduced none of the
three configurations goes unstable. The yawing stability limit is
reduced about 5 deg. in _ by the 30 deg. flap deflection and 30 deg. aft
inverse taper tab configuration.
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Conclusions
The trends with tab deflection were generally in good agreement
with the 65 deg. delta test. High tab deflections (i.e. 6F = 6T) appear
to be capable of improving L/D at high flap deflections (6F = 45 deg.).
At lower flap deflections tab planform modifications were shown to
improve the L/D over the plane flap at high CL, but to reduce the
L/Dma x.
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FREE VORTEX SHEET COMPUTATIONS
The Free Vortex Sheet (FVS) theory (ref. 6) has been used with con-
siderable success to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of highly
swept configurations. The theory is fully three dimensional and pre-
dicts with good accuracy wing surface pressures and hence, forces and
moments. It also predicts the vortex shape and core location. The
theory neglects viscosity and assumes the leading edge to be the loca-
tion of separation. This study primarily sought to validate the codes
capability to predict trends with flap and tab deflections.
Convergence Properties
Achieving convergence with the FVS code, while relatively easy for
planar wings, has proven more difficult with vortex control devices such
as the vortex flap and was not possible with conical starting solutions.
This problem was alleviated to some extent by development of the
"partial restart" procedure (ref. 13), which employs free and fed sheet
geometries from previous computations as starting solutions for new
computations. Although successfully applied on a variety of configura-
tions (refs. 13 and 14), in vortex flap applications the method has been
limited to small increments in _F and a. With the "partial restart"
procedure and some user-manlpulatlon of the starting vortex shape,
convergence has been obtained for more difficult cases (ref. 15).
During the course of thls investigation, modifications were made to
the FVS code to allow the user to easily and systematically rotate
and/or radially scale the entire, or any column of the free and fed
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sheets about the leading edge (see Appendix A). This modification
(modified partial restart) provided convergence for the flap-deflected
cases with considerably less user and CPU time than would otherwise have
been required.
%
Convergence with deflected tab configurations was very fast with
the "partial restart" procedure usi,g sheet shapes from the plane flap
case.
Numerical Model
Shown in figure 26 is the conical model and its paneling, chosen to
validate FVS solutions against experimental results from the 65 deg.
delta wing. The computational model deviated from the wind tunnel model
in assuming zero thickness and not truncating the flap and tab. These
presumably minor differences were accommodated in order to simplify the
modeling and promote convergence. Continuing the flap and tab to the
apex eliminated the leading edge discontinuity, thus allowing the free
and fed sheets to originate at the apex. A spanwise row of control
points was located at X/CR = 0.7 for direct comparison of upper surface
pressures between FVS and experiment.
Discusslonof Results
Comparisons between theoretical and experimental core locations for
three cases, viz. the planar wing, the maximum plane flap deflection,
and corresponding flap/tab deflection case, are shown in figure 27. The
core moved outboard and closer to the flap surface as t_e flap was
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deflected downward; at a constant _, tab deflection then moved the core
back lnboard and upward from the flap surface. Trends in vortex core
movement were predicted well by FVS. The codes ability to predict exact
core locations improved wlth flap and flap/tab deflections over the
planar wing.
Theoretlcal and experimental Cp distribution comparisons for all
configurations tested are shown in flgure 28. In all cases, vortex-
induced suction was overpredlcted by the free vortex sheet code. This
is typical free vortex sheet behavior. Some possible reasons for the
discrepancy between theoryand experiment are: (1) model geometry
(which includes experimental model wing thickness and flap/tab trun-
cation In apex region); (2) tunnel flow inclination and wall inter-
ference for whlch no corrections were made; and (3) the prlmary reason,
viscous effects, especially secondary separation.
A concise assessment of the FVS capabillty for predicting overall
trends is presented in flgure 29. The top part of thls flgure shows the
variation of suction peak (Cp,ml n) vs. plane flap deflection. Inltlally
flap deflection (i.e, to 6F = 20 deg.) raises the suctlon peak above the
planar-wlng level as the vortex core is pulled closer to the flap. A
further increase in _F to 30 deg., however, reduces the suction. Here
the reduction In vortex strength apparently overrides the effect on the
vortex-core proximity to the flap surface. Thls trend wlth flap deflec-
tion is further accentuated in FVS, presumably because secondary separa-
tlon (which may have a softening effect on the primary suction peak
development) is neglected.
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The effect of tab deflection with a constant flap deflection of
30 deg. is shown in the lower part of figure 29. A steady rise in
suction peak level with increasing 5T is shown by FVS as well as
experimental data. Since the vortex core is progressively moving away
from the flap at the same time, this increase in suction reflects the
dominating effect of vortex au_mentatlon due to ta5 deflection.
Conclusions
Trends in both upper surface pressure distributions and vortex core
location are predicted well with flap and tab deflection by the FVS
code. The FVS overpredlcted suction peaks in each case. Initially,
with small flap deflections, flap suction variation is dominated by
vortex core movement rather than vortex weakening; with higher flap
deflections the reverse is true. Flap suction modification due to tab
deflection is primarily determined by vortex strength enhancement and
less by the core movement.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The objective of this investigation was to obtain a preliminary
assessment of drag-reductlon effectiveness of the vortex tab relative to
the plane vortex flap, under the assumptions that the two flap systems
are of the same total area and are integral to the basic wing planform.
Wind tunnel studies on two delta w_ng configurations were performed.
Upper-surface pressures on a 65 deg. delta wing provided basic trends of
sectional lift and drag components with various combinations of flap and
tab deflections. Supporting flow visualizations aided in understanding
the flow field characteristics responsible for the observed trends.
Force measurements (also supported by pressure data) on a 74 deg. delta
Indicated the overall performance of vortex tabs in comparison with
plane flaps on an equal area basis, and provided the opportunity to
study the potential of vortex tab planform modifications to improve
L/D. The ability of Free Vortex Sheet Theory to predict tab deflection
effects on the 65 deg. delta model was also tested.
The results indicate that although the integral tab augments vortex
suction on the flap, thus improving flap thrust contribution, direct tab
drag more than nullifies that benefit. Attempts to reduce the tab drag
through smaller tab deflection as well as through tailored-planform and
part-span tabs produced promising results. With tab up deflections
considerably less than the flap down deflection a portion of the tab
normal force remained thrust-produclng while still enhancing the vortex
suction on the flap. Part span tabs with the forward portion of the tab
removed, reduced the tab drag penalty, while the remaining aft tab
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segment enhanced the vortex flap thrust in that region and delayed
vortex inboard migration.
The free vortex sheet code predicted the proper trends in both
upper-surface pressure distributions and vortex core locations with flap
and tab deflections. Quantitatively, however, the code overpredicted
suction peaks throughout.
Incidental advantages of the vortex tab include partial recovery of
the vortex llft lost by plane flaps which may help reduce the angle of
attack at landing, and also the possibility of longitudinal trimming
through aft-tab adjustment. It is not conclusive from the limited scope
of the present study whether the aerodynamic benefits of the vortex tab
out-weigh the added mechanical complexity and weight.
Certain guidelines for improving tab effectiveness can be drawn as
follows:
1. Minimize tab area to reduce its drag.
2. Vortex tab isnot useful in the forward (or inboard) region of
the flap, here the tab area should be reduced or eliminated
altogether.
3. Tab planform shaping can improve configuration L/D at higher
llft coefficients.
4. Tab de[lectlons less than the flap deflection are beneficial to
L/D.
Using these guidelines a tab design to improve configuration L/D and
reduce the inherent nose-up pitching moment in subsonic-transonic
maneuver of supersonic tactical aircraft should be possible.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Further studies of the vortex tab should investigate the combined
effects of reduced tab deflection and area. Also the effect of tab
hinge line sweep should be studied. Increasing tab hinge line sweep
would increase the tab deflection at which the tab axial force changes
from thrust to drag at a given flap deflection; this could make higher
tab deflections more beneficial. A possible tool for the design of this
next step model might be the NASALangley Vortex Flap Design method,
which might be applicable to vortex flap/tab combinations. The flap
and tab designed by this method might resemble the sketch shown in
figure 30.
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APPENDIXA
Free Vortex Sheet Code Modification
The application of free vortex sheet theory to vortex control
concepts has attracted much interest in recent years. Boeing's Free
Vortex Sheet computer code (ref. 6) is fully three-dimensional and pre-
dicts pressure distributions, and thus forces and moments, on highly
swept wings with leading edge separation and vortex ro1lup. The shape
of the leading edge vortex sheet and the core location are also pre-
dicted. The code is iterative in nature, convergence being compara-
tively easy to achieve for planar wings at high a's when the leading
edge sweep angle is 60 deg. or greater. Convergence was not possible
however with vortex control devices such as vortex flaps, using conical
flow starting solutions.
This problem was alleviated to some extent by the development of
the "partial restart" procedure (ref. 13). This procedure uses the
converged sheet networks from one case as the starting solution for
another case. Although this method has been quite successful, it was
limited to small increments in <SFand/or a. With the "partial restart"
procedure and some "user-manipulation" of the sheet shapes, convergence
has been obtained for more difficult cases (ref. 15). During this
investigation an attempt was made to incorporate user-manipu1ations into
the code and make their use easy and systematic. This attempt was quite
successful in reducing both user and CPU time, and is briefly described
in the following.
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The code modification allows the user to rotate and/or radially
scale the entire or any column of the free and fed sheets of the start-
ing solution about the leading edge of the configuration. Its basis was
the observation that obtaining convergence is less difficult when tne
sheets are globally contracting towards the solution.
The free and fed sheets from the planar case at a = 16° were
attached via the partial restart procedure, ~o the case with
of = 15 deg. and a = 16 deg. These sheets were first attached directly,
and then employing the rotation/scalin~ modification (modified p~rtial
restart). Convergence was successful only with the modified partial
restart. Figure 31 shows that the modified partial restart sheet
geometry bounds the converged solution allowing the sheets to ~lobally
contract towards convergence; whereas, the standard partial restart did
not bound the converged solution. Convergence was also 'attempted with
the sheets only rotated but not expanded. This attempt was not success-
ful because the converged solution was not bounded near the leadin~
edge.
Figure 32 shows the rate of convergence for the of = 15 de~. case
using the modified and standard partial restart from the planar win~.
Convergence was obtained in seven iterations with the modification.
Previously, convergence with the standard partial restart could only be
obtained for hi~h flap deflections by stepping down the flap deflection
in 5 to 7 deg. increments. This took 4 to 5 iterations per 5 to 7 deg.
increment; therefore, the CPU time required to set up at least I partial
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restartand perform ! to 3 iterationswas saved by the modifiedpartial
- restart procedure, also user time and effortwas greatly reduced.
Figure 33 shows the convergencerate on a 20 deg. flap deflection
at c = 16 deg. The sheet geometryused by the standardand modified
partial restartroutinewas taken from the converged solutionon the
15 deg. flap deflection. With this 5 deg. incrementin flap deflection
convergencewas obtainedin 5 iterationsin both cases. This implies
that the modifiedpartialrestartprocedurecan be used with confidence
in cases where convergenceis doubtful.
The convergencerate on a 30 deg. flap configurationwith sheet
geometriestaken from the 20 deg. flap configurationis shown in
figure 34. Convergencewas obtainedonly with the modifiedpartial
restartfor the I0 deg. step in 6F.
The modificationto the code was found to be a useful tool in this
investigation. It proved simple to use, with rotationsequal to the
flap deflectionincrement,and expansionsof 5% to 6% promotingconver-
gence. The modificationalloweddouble the flap deflectionincrements
than previouslypossible,thus cuttingboth user and CPU time (flap
deflectionincrementsgreaterthan 15 deg. were not attempted). The
convergencerate was not affectedin cases where the modificationwas
used but not needed. The abilityof the modificationto promote conver-
gence in other more difficultcases (i.e.,gothic leadingedges,
camberedleadingedges, low _'s, etc.) seems probable.
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VORTEXTAB
VORTEXFLAP
FIG. 1. Tabbed vortex flap concept.
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FIG. 2. 65-deg.delta semi-spanmodel with integral
"conical"flap and tab.
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(a) Photographof model in test section.
I-_L___'-MIRROR ILLUMINATING
FLAP/TABCAVITYBUBBLE _._..-_
HEAD_ °oOo _fK_1
"_ i_ MIRRORILLUMINATING
_f_/ _ WING UPPER SURFACE
_A'RCLAMP
(b) Top view of test sectionwith model and
heliumbubble setup.
FIG. 3. Model, boundary layer bypass plate, and
helium bubble setup for NCSUtest.
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PRESSURE
STATION
FLAP TAB
HINGE HINGE
BEFOREMODIFICATIONS AFTERMODIFICATIONS
(NO DEFLECTIONS)
FIG. 4. Upper-surface oil patterns on planar wing at
= 16o before and after the flap and tab were
cut and pressure taps were installed.
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FIG. 5. Pressure distribution on planar wing at _ = 16o
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PLANEFLAP TABBEDFLAP
_F = 60, _T = 0 deg. 6F = 60, _T = 60 deg.
FIG. 7. Oil flow on 60 deg. delta with plane and
tabbed flap at c_ = 16 deg.!
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PLANARWING
aF = O, aT = 0 deg
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FIG. 8. Upper-surfacepressuredistributionsat _ = 16 and 18o
and helium bubble photographsat _ = 180, of the
planarwing, plane flap, and tabbed flap.
f
FIG. 9. Individualsectionaldrag contributionof wing, flap,
and tab derivedfrom upper surfacepressure
distributions.
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FIG.13. SectionalL/D vs. 6T fordifferent_'swith a
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FIG. 14. 74 deg.deltawing body configurationwith constant-chord
flapsandbaselineconstantchordtabs. i
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SECTIONA-A, 6T_
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TABAREA
/ CONFIGURATIONAREAX 100
1/2" FULLSPAN 1/2" AFT TAB
BASELINETAB TAB SEGMENT
6F = 45 deg.
BOTH FORWARD AFT
NOTCHED FORWARD AFT SEGMENTSSEGMENT SEGMENTSEGMENT SEGMENT
INVERSETAPER(ORDELTA)TABSCONSTANTCHORD(C.C.)TABS
6 F = 30 deg.
FIG. 15. Tab planformmodificationstestedon the 74 deg.deltamodel.
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FIG. 16. Cp distributionacrosswing and flap on the 74 deg.
delta wing (tabwas uninstrumented).
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FIG. 18. Cp distributionon 15 deg. flap casewith plane flap,
and positiveand negative tab deflections
(atm = 16 deg. or CL = 0.5).
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FIG.26. Freevortexsheetnumericalmodelof
NCSU65-deg.delta.
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FIG.27. Comaprisonof theoriticaland experimental
vortexcore locationson 65-deg.delta.
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FIG.29. Suctionpeak ( Cp,min ) as influencedby plainflap
and flap+ tab deflections-- Theoryvs. Experiment
( c_= 16o ).
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FIG.30. Suggestedvortexflap/tabdesignfeatures
for futureinvestigation.
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FIG. 31. Trailing edge sheet geometries with _F= 15° and
_:16 °, starting solutions taken from planar wing
at _=16° (Modified partial restart: rotation - 15o ,
expansion - 5%).
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FIG. 32. Convergencerate with aF=15° and _=16° using standard
and modified partialrestart (startingsolutionsfrom
planar wing at _=16°).
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FIG.33. Convregenceratewith 6F=20°and _:16° usingthe
standardand modifiedpartialrestartprocedure
(startingsolutionsfromaF= 15° and_=16°).
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FIG...34. Convergenceratewith aF=30° and _=16° usingthe
standardandmodifiedpartialrestartprocedure
(startingsolutionsfrom6F=20° and _=16°).
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